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Order your favorite dishes in seconds!

Order Online



Catering - Cater your birthday party, holiday party, corporate events, wedding festivities and more!
Catering Packages
Catering - Cater your birthday party, holiday party, corporate events, wedding festivities and more!
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About us

 Soul Bowl is soul food reimagined for the urban millennial by Chef Gerard Klass. By using unique flavors and modern techniques, he presents the soul food from his childhood in a flavorful, healthy, and eye-catching way. 




                    Read more                                           about us







Order Now
Your favorite food is just a click away. Order online and enjoy.
Order Now
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Catering
Whether a birthday, a wedding, a corporate event, or whatever matters to you, we offer catering packages for all occasions.
Catering
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Reviews
review by Yelp

                  Beth L:
                  


We catered an event for our building! everything was delicious. We were able to meet all our residents needs with vegetation options. The food arrived hot and on time and was delicious. we had the bobsled pattys, vegan chicken, pineapple chicken, rice, plantains and sweet potatoes that aren't too sweet! Great experience!



review by Yelp

                  Diana M:
                  


Yeah, this was delicious. I built my own bowl and would have had leftovers for a second meal if I didn't have a flight to catch later that day. I had the mac and cheese, sweet plantains, corn, roasted veggies, and jerk chicken. The North Loop location was nice as well - I'll definitely go back.



review by Yelp

                  Arlene S:
                  


I had soul bowl delivered for lunch today for the first time but not the last! I ordered a build your own soul bowl with return of the Mack and cheese, Kobe grilled corn, and prolific vegan fried chicken with bbq sauce on the side. It was truly delish and a huge portion so I have some to eat for a snack later on.



review by Yelp

                  Sini B:
                  


FLAVORRRRRR!!! Best chicken sandwich I've had in soooo long. The flavor was incredible, the chicken was super juicy, and the spices were on point!
    I can't wait to try the rest of their menu. It was sooo good



review by Yelp

                  Mo S:
                  


Picked up dinner from one of my favorite restaurants @soulbowlmn in Minneapolis! They have quite the selection of delicious food and drinks to choose from. Also, the vibe is awesome! Definitely check them out if you're in @northloopminneapolis ! * Caribe Bowl- Coconut Rice & Beans, Sweet Fried Plantains, and Spicy Jerk Chicken!
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Locations

520 North 4th Street
Minneapolis, MN
55401



Hours

 North Loop Hours: Sunday-Friday 11:00am to 8:00pm Closed on Saturday
                  


Find us on...

Twitter pageFacebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(612)-567-7044
info@soulbowlmn.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


